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I 10. Setting the needle (Fig.8) 

I .Turn the handwheel to raise the needle bar to its 
highest point. 
2.Loosen needle set screw® and have the long groove
G) facing away from where you load the bobbin.
3 .Insert needle fully.
4.Tighten the set screw®·

11. Threading the bobbin thread(Fig.9)

I .Lift the latch G) and take out the bobbin. 
2.Insert bobbin correctly and close the latch.
3.Draw bobbin thread through slot®, tension spring
and hole@.
4.Bobbin should turn in the direction shown by the
arrow when draw the bobbin thread.
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12. Threading the needle thread(Fig.10)

Thread in sequence as shown in the illustration. 

113. Stitch length (Fig.11)

Turn the stitch dial CD leftward or rightward to get 
your required stitch length. 
Press the reverse lever ® to make stitch dial 
move freely.

114. Thread tension (Fig.12)

I .Tension of needle thread 
Turn the tension nut CD clockwise to increase needle 
thread tension, turn counterclockwise to reduce the 
tension. 

2.Tension of bobbin thread
Turn the tension nut® clockwise to increase bobbin
thread tension, turn counterclockwise to reduce the
tension.
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15. Adjusting thread take-up spring (Fig.13)

I .To change the take-up spring swing range 
a.Loosen set screw@ and move plate@ to adjust the
take-up spring CD.
b.Move plate@ rightward to increase take-up spring
swing range, move leftward to reduce swing range.

2.To change the tension of take-up spring
Loosen nut @, turn shaft @ counterclockwise to
increase tension, turn clockwise to reduce the tension.

116. Presser foot lift (Fig.14)

I .When the needles are at their highest position, 
raise the foot lift lever CD as illustration. The presser 
foot rises 9mm then stop. 
2.Lower the lift lever to restore the presser foot.

17. Pressure of presser foot (Fig.15)

Turn the regulating bolt CD rightward to increase the 
pressure, turn counterclockwise to reduce the pressure. 
Tighten nut@ after adjustment. 

18. Adjusting needle guard plate (Fig.16)

Check the position of needle guard plate after change 
the rotating hook. The standard position of the guard 
plate @ is 0.1 - 0.2 mm against needle CD. If the 
clearance is not right, bend the guard plate to adjust. 
I .To bend the guard plate inward, insert a screwdriver 
outside. 
2.To bend the guard plate outward, insert a screwdriver
inside of the plate.
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119. Reset of safety clutch (Fig.17)

In case the rotating hook is applied with a over strong 
force during operation, the safety clutch start working. 
The rotating hook stop turn even the handwheel is still 
turning. Check the machine and solve the problem, 
then reset the safety clutch. 
I .Press button CD down and hold. If the rotating 
hooks are jammed, the safety clutch will kick in and 
release the bottom shaft from rotating. 
2.While turning the hand wheel towards you, button
will click into position and go down deeper. Still
holding button, turn hand wheel away from you until
you feel the clutch go into position.

20. Adjusting hook thread opener (Fig.18)

I .Turn the handwheel towards you to move the thread 
opener CD to its ultimate position. 
2.Load the bobbin ® with the thread feeding
counterclockwise (left). Rotate the handwheel so
the thread opener makes the bobbin holder (hook
basket) 1~2mm.

21. Timing between needle and rotating hook (Fig.19)

I.Turn the stitch dial to 0.
2.Turn the handwheel to raise needle bar by 2.3mm
from its lowest point. Loosen needle bar joint screw
CD, adjust the clearance between top of the needle hole
and hoop tip to 1. 5mm. Tighten screw CD.
3.Turn the handwheel to raise needle bar by 2.3mm
from its lowest point. Adjust the hook tip® align with
the center of the needle® axis. Tighten the gear(small)
two set screws @, make sure that the first V-screw of
two set screws align with the V-notch on the hook shaft.
4.When hook tip® aligned with the center of the needle
® axis , loosen the set screw @ and move the hook
saddle leftward or rightward to make the clearance
between hook tip and needle to 0.05~0. lmm. Tighten
screw@.
5 .Loosen the gear (big) two set screws @, move gear
(big) leftward or rightward to make the hook tip ®
align with the center of the needle® axis. Tighten set
screws @, make sure that the first screw of two set
screws aligns with the flat notch of the lower shaft.
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123. Settings for different speeds

Alternating lift amount Stitch length< 6mm 6mm< Stitch length<9mm 

Less than3mm 1,500rpm 1,000rpm 

3~4mm 1,000rpm 1,000rpm 

4~6.Smm 500rpm 500rpm 

Make proper settings for different speeds accordingly. Do not surpass the standard. 

24. Troubleshooting

Trouble Possible cause Solution 

1. Damage on the rotating hook slots, 1. Polish the damaged position, thorns

1. Thread breaking (2~3mm
needle point, hook tip and needle plate with sand paper or rasp
2. Needle thread too tight 2. Weaken the needle thread tension

thread left on the cloth) 3. Collision between needle and rotating 3. Refer to 21. Timing between needle
hook and rotating hook
4. Rotating hook oiled insufficiently 4. Adjust oil amount (7. Lubrication)
5. Needle thread too loose 5. Increase the needle thread tension
6. Thread take-up spring too rigid 6. Reduce the rigidity of take-up spring
7. Too fast or slow timing of rotating 7. Refer to 21. Timing between needle
hook and needle and rotating hook
1. Too fast or slow timing of rotating 1. Refer to 21. Timing between needle

2. Skipped stitch hook and needle and rotating hook
2. Presser foot pressure too weak 2. Tighten the pressure adjusting bolt
3. Clearance between the top of needle 3. Refer to 21. Timing between needle
hole and the rotating hook tip not proper and rotating hook
4. Wrong needle 4. Replace the needle with correct one

1. Bobbin thread doesn't pass under the 1. Refer to 11. Threading the bobbin

3. Loose stitch tension spring of the bobbin case 2. Polish with sand paper or rasp
2. Roughness on the rotating hook 3. Replace bobbin or rotating hook
3. Bobbin stop rotating 4. Increase the bobbin thread tension
4. Bobbin thread too loose 5. Reduce the bobbin thread tension
5. Bobbin thread too tight 6. Replace the needle
6. Damage of the needle point
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